The Effects of Human Resource Management Practices on
Productivity:A Study of Steel FinishingLines
By CASEY ICHNIOWSKI,KATHRYN SHAW, AND GIOVANNA PRENNUSHI*
We investigate the productivity effects of innovative employmentpractices using
data from a sample of 36 homogeneous steel production lines owned by 17 companies. The productivity regressions demonstrate that lines using a set of innovative work practices, which include incentive pay, teams, flexible job
assignments, employmentsecurity, and training, achieve substantially higher levels of productivity than do lines with the more traditional approach, which includes narrow job definitions, strict work rules, and hourly pay with close
supervision. Our results are consistent with recent theoretical models which
stress the importance of complementaritiesamong workpractices. (JEL J24, J5,
L20, M11)
This study presents new empirical evidence
on the productivity effects of alternativeemployment practices using data that we have assembled on steel finishing processes. The
unique data set makes this study's estimates of
productivity differentials due to employment
practices particularly convincing for several
reasons. First, the data set is restrictedto observations on one very specific type of manufacturing production process. This narrow
focus eliminates many sources of heterogeneity
that confound productivity comparisons in
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more aggregatedataandin more heterogeneous
samples. Second, we develop a detailed model
of this particularproductionprocess based on
personal visits to each work site. We estimate
the productivitymodel using precise measures
of productivity,capitalequipment,employment
practices, and other line-specific determinants
of productivity that we collected from each
work site. Third,we obtainlongitudinaldataon
each production line to estimate fixed-effects
models that investigate changes in productivity
within productionlines due to changes in their
employment practices. The primarylimitation
of the study is, of course, that it reflects work
practices and performance outcomes in only
one industry.
We find consistent support for the conclusion that groups or clusters of complementary
human resource management (HRM) practices have large effects on productivity, while
changes in individual work practices have little or no effect on productivity. In Section I
we describe the unique sample and data assembled for this study. Section II identifies
studies in the incentive contract literature
which stress the importanceof complementarities among employment practices, while Section III develops measures of the production
lines' HRM practices. In Sections IV-VI we
present alternative econometric specifications
of the productivity model and the empirical
estimates. Section VII offers a conclusion.
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I. Sampleand Data
A. Sample Design
Heterogeneity in production processes and
outputs often limits the persuasiveness of empirical studies that make firm-level or plantlevel productivity comparisons. Therefore, in
designing our model of worker productivity,
we sought to minimize heterogeneity by collecting a unique data set on a sample of steelmaking operations.Observationsin the sample
are not of steel companies, divisions of steel
companies, or even steel mills. Rather, the
sample consists of observations on one very
specific type of steel finishing process.
Of the approximately 60 finishing lines of
this type in the United States, we personally
visited 45 lines owned by 21 companies at locations ranging from New York to Alabama
to California. We conducted field interviews
for one to three days at each site, collecting
information on HRM practices, the performance of the finishing lines, the capital equipment used in the production processes, other
inputs into the production process, and wage
data. Four of the 45 lines could not provide
performance data because they had been operating for only a few months. Of the remaining 41 lines, 36 lines provided comparable
monthly productivity data.
This study's econometric analysis uses a
panel data set of up to 2,190 monthly observations on the productivity of these 36 steel
finishing lines owned by 17 different steel
companies. The sample includes multiple lines
for major steel producers as well as lines for
smaller companies that operate only one or
two lines. The sample contains unionized lines
as well as nonunion lines. According to company and industrysources, the sample includes
high and low performersand a wide range of
HRM environments.

operations manager, or superintendent. The
basic production process is very similar in all
lines. Steel input on each line is a roll (or coil)
of flat-rolledsteel weighing about 12 tons. The
coil is loaded at the beginning of the line
where the steel strip is welded to the end of
the previous coil on the line. The coil then is
unrolled so that a long, continuous sheet of
steel threads its way through the machinery
that treats the steel. After the finishing treatment, the steel strip is then re-coiled and cut
at the exit end of the process. The line can
operate continuously aroundthe clock as coils
are welded to one another.
The productivity model for this production
process is best understood within the context
of an "engineering productionfunction." The
tonnage that comes off the line per month (Q)
is a function of the tonnage loaded onto the
line-and therefore is a function of the width
(w) and thickness or gauge (g) of the steel
strip-times the speed of the line (s), and the
hours it is running (h). If hS represents the
maximum hours the line is scheduled to run,
then the potential steel output on line i in
month t is arithmetically determined by the
four key technical parameters (w, g, s, and
hs), and this can be expressed:
(1)

where the quantity in parentheses in equation
(1 ) is the volume of steel through line i in
month t, and w is an estimate of the density of
steel.
Since the production parameters in equation ( 1 ) are determined by the technical
specifications of the line's equipment and
the specifications of the input coil's width
and gauge, a line's production in any month
depends only on the number of hours the line
actually runs:
(2)

B. The Production Process and the
Dependent Productivity Variable
To understandhow to model the production
process in these finishing lines and how to
measure the lines' performance, we toured
each line with an experienced engineer, area

Potential Qit = (wit,git,sit,W)

Actual Qit=

( wit*git*Sit*hsit
x (1-dit),

fraction of total
where dit is delays-the
scheduled hours that are lost because of unscheduled line stops. Once the technological
parameters and product mix are specified,
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production depends solely on delays. Productivity improvesby increasing uptime,(1 - dit).
Production-lineuptime is our primarymeasure of productivity, because uptime directly
determines steel output and because uptime
figures are especially comparable across companies. Uptime, Ui, = 1 - di,, is the percent of
scheduled operatingtime that the line actually
runs. In the sample of 2,190 "line-month" observations used in the empirical analysis, uptime has a mean value of 0.919, a standard
deviation of 0.044, and a range of 0.398 to
0.996. In addition to this output measure, we
will provide results for the quality of output,
as measured by the percent of tons produced
that meet specific quality standardsfor the industry. We focus primarily, however, on
productivity.
C. Control Variables in the
Productivity Equation
This study's focus on one specific production process eliminates many sources of
heterogeneity in productivity, but these production lines are not identical. To provide a
thorough set of controls for other sources of
productivity variation, we personally inspected each productionline in the sample and
discussed with engineering experts from the
lines any technical features that affect uptime.
Based on these discussions, we were able to
identify and collect a comprehensive set of
data on technological features of the lines that
affect their productivity.
The uptime productivity equations include
up to 25 controls for detailed features of the
line that affect uptime. These are controls for
capital vintage (the year the line was built and
its square); "learning curve" effects (time
since start-up of the line and its square, a
dummy for the first year of operations, and a
monthly time counter for the start-upperiod);
technical line specifications (line width, line
speed, and their squares); specific line machinery that reduces or increases the likelihood
of unscheduled downtime (a dummy for the
degree of computerizationon the line and nine
dummies for specific design features of equipment); periods of unusually high downtime
(variables for quarterswhen new equipmentis
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added to the line); the quality of steel input (a
ranking of steel quality from potential U.S.
suppliers); and the extent of scheduled downtime for maintenanceactivities (the numberof
annual eight-hour maintenance shifts). According to our interviews and site inspections,
unscheduled downtime should be higher in
older lines, faster and wider lines, start-upperiods, lines with fewer computerizedcontrols,
periods when new equipmentis installed, lines
that perform less preventive maintenance,and
lines with lower quality steel input.
D. Data on HRM Policies
We gathered human resource management
data by conducting standardized interviews
with HR managers, labor relations managers,
operations managers of the finishing lines, superintendents, line workers, and union representatives in organized lines. We collected
supporting information from personnel files,
personnel manuals, collective bargaining
agreements, and other primary source documents. We used this information from the interviews and supportingdocuments to answer
survey-type questions about the HRM practices and then to construct a detailed set of
HRM dummy variables.
Table 1 provides the definitions of a subset
of representative HRM variables and their
mean values for the panel data set. These variables measure work practicesin all majorareas
of personnel management,including compensation, recruiting and selection, team-based
work organization,employment security, flexible job assignment, skills training, and communication procedures. We also include two
traditionallabor relations indicators:the union
status of the line and a grievance rate variable.
II. Complementarities
AmongWorkPractices
Several empirical studies have examined the
effects on a firm's productivity of individual
work practices such as those listed in Table 1,
including profit sharing (Douglas L. Kruse,
1993), training (Ann Bartel, 1995), or information sharing (Morris Kleiner and Marvin
Bouillon, 1988). However, recent incentive
contract theories argue that complementarities
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TABLE 1-DEFINITIONS

HRM variable name

Mean

OF
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HRM VARIABLES
Dummy variable description

1. Incentive pay
a. Profit sharing

0.700

Is there a company profit-sharingplan covering the line workers?

b. Line incentives

0.186

Are operatorscovered by a "nontraditional"incentive pay plan which
applies across shifts of workers and which is sensitive to quality as
well as quantity aspects of output?

0.085

Was an extensive selection procedureused to hire new workers, including
tests for personality traits needed for cooperative team environments
and efforts to set clear expectations about requiredwork behaviors of
the new workers?

a. High participation

0.237

Are a majority of operatorsinvolved in formal or informal work teams or
other related problem-solving activities?

b. Multiple teams

0.130

Do operatorsparticipatein more than one problem-solving team?

c. Formal team practice

0.335

Are operatorsorganized into formal work teams either on the line or for
the purposes of problem-solving activities according to an established
policy with at least some operatorsinvolved in team activities?

0.288

Has the company committed to a goal of long-term employment security
and offered employees a pledge of employment security?

0.079

Do operatorsrotate across jobs or tasks on the line?

a. High train

0.134

Have all operatorson the line received off-the-job training?

b. Low train

0.208

Have at least some operatorsreceived off-the-job training?

a. Informationsharing

0.566

Are operatorsand union representatives,if any, provided with financial
information on a regularbasis?

b. Meet workers

0.508

Do line managers meet off-line with operatorsto discuss issues of
concern, including issues related to performanceand quality?

c. Meet union

0.224

Do union representativesand managers meet often to discuss concerns
and cooperate in finding solutions to issues?

a. Union

0.917

Is the line a unionized operation?

b. Low grievance

0.499

Is the grievance filing rate less than 12 per year?

2. Recruiting and
selection
a. High screening

3. Teamwork

4. Employmentsecurity
a. Employment security
5. Flexible job assignment
a. Job rotation
6. Skills training

7. Communication

8. Labor relations

Notes: Means reported in column 2 refer to the means for the main sample of N = 2,190 line-months used in the
productivity models reported in Tables 4 and 5. For the meet union and low grievance variables, we assign nonunion
lines a value of 1 for these two dummy variables because of regularmeetings with worker representativesand low levels
of complaints in their formal or informal complaint or grievance procedures. The means of these two variables among
the sample of union observations are 0.153 and 0.453, respectively.
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often exist among a firm's employment practices. For example, one employment practice,
such as the use of problem-solving teams, may
be more effective in stimulating worker productivity when it is adopted in concert with
other work practices that give workers the incentive and the ability to perform well in
teams-practices
such as incentive pay,
training,the flexible assignment of workers,or
employment security. These theories argue
that is importantto analyze a firm's work policies "not in isolation, but as partof a coherent
incentive system" (Bengt Holmstrom and
Paul Milgrom, 1994 p. 990; see also Milgrom
and John Roberts, 1990, 1995; Eugene Kandel
and EdwardLazear, 1992; George Baker et al.,
1994).
According to these theories, interaction effects among HRM policies are importantdeterminants of productivity. Firms realize the
largest gains in productivityby adopting clusters of complementary practices, and benefit
little from making "marginal" changes in any
one HRM practice. These theories also identify complementarities among specific practices which span seven different HRM policy
areas:incentive compensationplans, extensive
recruiting and selection, work teams, employment security, flexible job assignment, skills
training, and labor-managementcommunication.' Taken as a whole, these theories also
predict that adopting this entire complement
of practices across all seven HRM policy

' As examples, Kandel and Lazear (1992) show that
teamwork and careful employee selection will make
group-based incentive pay more effective by reducing
free-rider problems. Baker et al. (1994) show that
incentive pay plans based on objective performancemeasures can increase the effectiveness of policies,such as
work teams, which require subjective evaluations of employees. Holmstrom and Milgrom (1994) model the
complementarities that arise when workers perform
multiple tasks and no one practice induces optimal effort
on all tasks. Milgrom and Roberts (1995) argue that
productivity-improvementteams are more effective when
a firm adopts a set of complementarypractices including
employment security, flexible job assignments, skills
training, and communication procedures. For furtherdiscussion of the predictionsof these theories, see Ichniowski
et al. (1995 pp. 2-7).
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areas will produce the highest levels of
productivity.2
If firms adopt work practices in a complementary fashion, then empirical tests should
consider the impacts of groups of practices
rather than simply the effects of individual
practices. The primaryhypothesis investigated
in the empirical work is: do groups of innovative HRM practices increase productivity?
The productivity effects of groups of innovative work practices also will be compared to
the effects of differences in individual work
practices.
III. HRMSystems
The argument that complementarities exist
among HRM practices is consistent with the
evidence that HRM policy variables are highly
correlatedwith each other in our steel sample.
Out of 78 possible bivariate correlations
among the 13 HRM variables listed in Table
1, 71 are positive and 48 are positive and
significant.3
Patternsin these correlations are consistent
with the predictions of several authors.For example, Kandel and Lazear (1992) show how
careful employee recruitingand team meetings
can make group incentive pay more effective.
In our data, line-specific incentive pay plans
(line incentives in line lb of Table 1) are

2 The overlap among the policies considered in the theories discussed in footnote 1 implies that the most productive HRM system will have innovative work practices
in all seven HRM areas. For example, Baker et al. (1994)
consider complementarities between objective incentive
pay and subjective performance appraisals or problemsolving teams. But Kandel and Lazear (1992) argue that
careful screening, indoctrination,and teamwork make objective incentives more effective, so these policies should
be complements with policies like work teams, which require subjective appraisals of employees. Milgrom and
Roberts ( 1995) also consider work teams, but indicatethat
this policy will be more effective in combination with job
security,job flexibility, training, and communication.
' To construct the sample for calculating these correlations, we allow one observation for each distinct combination of HRM policies experienced by a line. The 36
production lines experienced a total of 54 different combinations of the HRM practiceslisted in Table 1, and these
54 observations comprise the sample for calculating correlations among the HRM practices.
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positivelycorrelatedwith extensiverecruiting
(high screening,line 2a), with team-based
workstructures(formalteampractice,line 3c
and multipleteams,line 3b), andwith labormanagementmeetings(meet workers,line 7b
andmeet union,line 7c). Bakeret al. (1994)
argue that incentivepay based on objective
measureswill be complementary
to incentive
pay based on subjectiveevaluationsof employees. The datahere show thatthe line incentivesvariablealso is positivelycorrelated
with "subjective"incentivepayplanssuchas
"pay-for-knowledge"policies, and with the
level of workerinvolvementin teams (high
participation,line 3a). Finally,Milgromand
Roberts (1995) arguethat problem-solving
teamswill be moreeffective when firmsalso
provideemploymentsecurity,job flexibility,
training,and communicationprocedures.In
our sample,workteamvariables,the employment security variable (line 4a), the high
screeningvariable,variousmeasuresof labormanagement communication (information
sharing,line 7a; meet workers;meet union),
andjob flexibility(job rotation,line 5a) are
highlycorrelated.4
among
This high degreeof intercorrelation
HRMpracticesindicatesthatempiricalmodels thatestimatethe impactof any one HRM
practiceon productivitywill yield biasedcoefficientsdue to the omission of otherHRM
practiceswith which the one includedpractice is correlated.Onepossiblesolutionto this
omittedvariableproblemwould be to enter
the entire set of potentiallyimportantHRM
variablesintotheproductivityequations.This
approach,however,is confoundedby the severe collinearityamong the HRM practices,
making any one coefficient uninterpretable,
and would not directlytest whethercombinationsof HRMpracticesare the criticaldeterminantsof productivity.5To examinethe
importanceof sets of highly correlated,and

4 For the full set of correlations, see Ichniowski et al.
(1995 pp. 13-15).
' Examining collinearity diagnostics (David A. Belsley
et al., 1980) for our productivity model that includes all
15 HRM variables listed in Table 1 reveals a clear case of
what Belsley et al. term "competing collinearity."
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presumably complementary, HRM practices,
one must examine the effects of interactions
among the practices. There are an insufficient
number of degrees of freedom to test a full
set of interaction terms among all available
HRM practice variables. And, an expansive
set of interaction terms still would be confounded by collinearity among practices, so
we seek to identify common clusters of
practices.
A. Identifying Systems of HRM Practices
To summarize the overall HRM environments of the work sites in our sample, we identify the most common combinations of HRM
practicesin these productionlines. Specifically,
we examine an extensive set of variables that
describe the seven HRM policy areas considered in the theoriesdiscussed in Section II: subjective and objective incentive compensation
plans, extensive recruitingand selection, teamwork, employment security, job flexibility,
training, and labor-managementcommunication.6 Combinations of practices that exist in
our sample are referredto as "HRM systems."
Table 2 reportsfour distinctivecombinations
of HRM practicesidentifiedby inspectionof the
distributionsof the HRM variables.These four
HRM systems map out a hierarchyfrom most
"traditional"to most "innovative."
* HRM System 4 is the traditionalsystem.
It contains no innovative practices. Facilities
6 To provide as rich a description as possible of the
overall HRM environment,we use more variables thanthe
15 HRM practices in Table 1. We use from one to six
specific practices describing each of the seven HRM policy areas. These other variables are dummies for intermediate levels of recruiting and screening activities;
trainingin team problem-solving techniques and in statistical process control methods; the presence of informal
work teams and local union support for team activities;
employee participationin developing standardwork practices; multiattributegainsharingincentive plans; "pay-forknowledge" salary plans; and combined operator job
classifications and combined maintenance worker job
classifications. In all, 26 HRM policy variables are used
to classify the lines' HRM environments. Because we are
classifying lines according to their work practices, this set
of 26 variables does not include the union status or the
grievance rate variables listed in Table 1.
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TABLE 2-PROPORTION OF PRODUCTION LINES WITH SPECIFIC HRM PRACTICES
WITHIN FOUR HRM SYSTEM CATEGORIESa

HRM
System 1

HRM
System 2

HRM
System 3

HRM
System 4

1.00

0.31

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.15

0.00

0.00

a. High participation

1.00

0.85

0.10

0.00

b. Multiple teams

1.00

0.62

0.00

0.00

c. Formal team practice

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

0.23

0.48

0.00

1.00

0.15

0.03

0.00

a. High train

1.00

0.69

0.00

0.00

b. Low train

1.00

0.92

0.07

0.00

a. Informationsharing

1.00

0.54

0.62

0.00

b. Meet workers

1.00

0.77

0.72

0.00

Practices in seven HRM
policy areasb
1. Incentive pay
a. Line incentives
2. Recruiting and selection
a. High screening
3. Teamwork

4. Employmentsecurity
a. Employment security
5. Flexible job assignment
a. Job rotation
6. Skills training

7. Communication

a The sample for Table 2 is based on production lines and not production-line months.
This sample includes 54 observations, and not just 36 production lines, because, for lines
that switch HRM practices, it includes one observation for each different combination of
HRM practices that the lines experience.
b See Table 1 for definitions of HRM variables.

with this system have close supervision by
foremen; strict work rules and narrowjob responsibilities; incentive pay based on quantity
of output and not quality of output; no work
teams; no practice of managers sharing financial information or meeting regularly off-line
with workers; no screening; and no off-line or
other formal training.
* HRM System 3 is similar to the System
4, except that these lines have introduced innovative practices in two specific areas.
They have initiated worker involvement in
teams (though few have a high level of involvement) and they have enhanced their

labor-management communication practices, either by sharing financial information
or through regular meetings between line
managers and workers or their union
representatives.
* HRM System 2 incorporates the
information-sharingand work team practices
associated with HRM System 3, but these lines
also include two other innovative practicesextensive skills training and high levels of
worker involvement in teams. While they may
add one or two other innovative work practices, these lines always lack one or more of
the following practices: extensive screening,
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job rotation or reduced job classifications,
multiattribute incentive pay, or employment
security.7
* HRM System 1 incorporates innovative
HRM practicesin all HRM policy areas.Lines
with this system have a multiattributeincentive
pay plan or a "pay-for-knowledge"incentive
pay system;extensive screeningof new workers,
often lasting over one year; off-line trainingin
technical skills and team problemsolving; high
levels of employee involvement in multiple
problem-solving teams; job duties covering a
wide range of tasks with workersoften rotating
acrossjobs; regularinformationsharingbetween
workers and management;and an implicit employment securitypledge.
In addition to identifying the common HRM
systems by inspecting the distributionof HRM
dummy variables in the sample, we also use
three statisticalproceduresto identify common
HRM systems. The alternativestatistical classification procedures produce system classifications that overlap very closely with those
system classifications described above, suggesting that the classification of lines' HRM
environments is robust with respect to different classification procedures.8We will use the
"systems" reported in Table 2 as the basic
HRM measures in the productivity regres-

7 A small numberof lines have either high participation
in teams or extensive training, but not both policies together. We classify these lines as HRM System 2 or 3,
depending on how extensive the HRM practices in the
other policy areas are. Our empirical results are virtually
unaffected by how we categorize these few "intermediate" cases.
8 Because HRM systems follow a hierarchy from a set
of very traditional to more innovative practices, we use
three scaling algorithms that create a single HRM "innovativeness" index. Two of these three scaling procedures, Nominate scaling and Guttman 'scaling, are
described in Keith Poole and Howard Rosenthal (1991)
and Edwin Ghiselli et al. (1981), respectively. The third
scaling procedure is a simple 0-to-7 HRM index created
by ranking the lines as "high" or "low" in the seven
HRM policy areas and then adding up the number of
"high" rankings. For each of the three HRM indices, we
develop groupings of distinctive HRM environments by
looking for natural breakpoints in the index. For further
discussion of these classification procedures and of the
estimated effects of these alternative HRM groupings on

JUNE 1997

sions, but also present regression results introducing HRM systems from one of the
alternative classification procedures to illustrate the similarity of the results when HRM
systems are measured with a different
procedure.
B. The Distribution and Average
Productivities of HRM Systems
Table 3 shows the distribution of the data
and productivity means for the alternative
HRM systems. While most lines do not
change their HRM systems during the data
period, 13.8 percent of the sample's 2,190
observations are from lines that change their
HRM systems, moving from the more traditional Systems 4 and 3 to more innovative
systems. However, no line adopted enough
innovative practices to switch into HRM
System 1. All HRM System 1 lines are new
lines that began operations with the full complement of innovative practices listed in Table 2. No lines adopted less innovative
systems.
Table 3 presents mean uptimes for lines
with different HRM systems, differentiating
between the uptime levels of "stayers" and
"changers." The numbers along the diagonal
of Table 3 show average uptimes for the
"stayers," or for lines that did not change
their HRM systems. According to the figures
along the diagonal, these cross-sectional comparisons show productivity differentials relative to traditional HRM System 4 of 3.1
percentage points for HRM System 3; 2.5 percentage points for HRM System 2; and 4.1
percentage points for HRM System 1. The
numbers in the area above the diagonal in Table 3 show uptime levels for "changers" before and after the adoption of more innovative
HRM systems. The average longitudinal uptime gains for lines adopting more innovative
systems of HRM practices range from 1 to 2.5
percentage points.

productivity,see Ichniowski et al. (1995 pp. 19-22). The
four HRM systems developed from the Nominate classification procedure are introduced in the productivity regressions in Table 4.
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TABLE 3-THE

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE OBSERVATIONS AND AVERAGE PRODUCrIVITIES BY

HRM SYSTEM

Ending HRM system
Starting HRM system
HRM System 4

HRM System 4

HRM System 3

HRM System 2

Uptime in System 4
0.899
(0.036)
[N= 782]

Uptime in System 3
0.912
(0.039)

Uptime in System 2
0.939
(0.021)

Prior uptime (Sys. 4)
0.901
(0.034)
[N = 172]

Prior uptime (Sys. 3)
0.912
(0.028)

Uptime in System 3
0.930
(0.032)
[N= 742]

HRM System 3

HRM System 1

Prior uptime (Sys. 4)
0.894
(0.081)
[N = 59]
Uptime in System 2
0.964
(0.011)
Prior uptime (Sys. 3)
0.949
(0.027)
[N = 82]
Uptime in System 2
0.924
(0.070)
[N = 287]

HRM System 2

HRM System 1

Uptime in System I
0.940
(0.041)
[N = 77]

Note: Standarddeviations are in parentheses (

); sample size for cell is in brackets [ ].

IV. EconometricSpecificationsand Estimates
The uptime data displayed in Table 3 indicate that lines that upgrade their HRM system
improve their uptime performance by 1 to 2
percentage points. These mean differences do
not, however, control for many other factors
that can affect uptime gains, and they do not
compare the uptime gains for HRM "changers" to the uptime gains for those lines that
did not change their HRM practices.9Furthermore, focusing exclusively on the uptime
gains for changers makes no use of the information contained in the cross-sectional varia-

9 A comparison of the growth in uptime for HRM
"changers" versus HRM "stayers" would correspondto

tion in uptime and HRM practices across lines.
The primary objective of the econometric
analysis below is to make the best use of both
types of information-of the longitudinal and
cross-sectional differences in uptime-and to
compare the alternative longitudinal and
cross-sectional estimators of the productivity
effects of HRM policies.

the use of the "difference-in-differences" estimatorused
in program evaluation studies (Orley Ashenfelter and
David Card, 1985; RobertJ. LaLonde, 1986). Ratherthan
present results using this estimator, we move directly to
the fixed-effects estimator in Table 4, which is equivalent
to difference-in-differences with added control variables.
The significance of the control variables makes fixedeffects estimation more illuminating, and fixed-effects estimation is more readily applied to unbalanced monthly
panel data.
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PRODUCTIVITY EFFECTS OF HRM SYSTEMS IN OLS AND FIXED-EFFECTS MODELS
(DEPENDENT VARIABLE: PERCENT UPTIME)

[N = 2,1901
OLS models without detailed
technology controls3

OLS models with detailed
technology controlsh

Fixed effects models"

Classification of
HRM systems
from Table 2
(la)

Classification of
HRM systems
from Nominate
procedure
(lb)

Classification of
HRM systems
from Table 2
(2a)

Classification of
HRM systems
from Nominate
procedure
(2b)

1. HRM System 1

0.097***
(0.007)

0.1 14***
(0.006)

0.067***
(0.007)

0.078***
(0.007)

2. HRM System 2

0.038***
(0.004)

0.057***
(0.004)

0.032***
(0.005)

0.041***
(0.005)

0.035***
(0.008)

0.068***
(0.019)

3. HRM System 3

0.011***
(0.002)

0.029***
(0.003)

0.014***
(0.003)

0.025***
(0.006)

0.025***
(0.006)

0.043***
(0.011)

0.246

0.283

0.409

0.409

0.066

0.068

HRM system

R2

No controls for
prechange
productivity
growth
(3)
-

With controls for
prechange
productivity
growth
(4)
-

"Control variables in columns (la)-(lb) are: numberof years line has been operating and years squared;year line was built and year
built squared;dummy for start-upperiods indicated by first 12 months of operationsand I-to- 12 time trendfor month of start-upoperation;
1-to-5 index of quality of steel input; and numberof annual eight-hour scheduled maintenanceshifts.
'Control variables in columns (2a)-(2b) are: all controls listed in footnote a; dummy for type of customer;maximum speed of the line
and speed squared;maximum width of the line and width squared;nine dummies to indicate specific pieces of equipment from start to
finish of the line and a measure of the age of one piece of equipmentat end of the line; a dummy to indicate high and low levels of computer
control of line operations;and a variable to measure the value of majornew equipmentduring its six-month installationperiod. For full set
of coefficient estimates for the column (2b) model, see Appendix Table Al.
'Results for fixed-effects models are identical under different HRM classification proceduresbecause all proceduresidentify the same
lines as lines that switch HRM systems. There are no coefficient estimates for HRM System 1 in the fixed-effects model since no lines
switched into this system. Other control variables in columns (3) and (4) are: age of line and age squared;dummy for start-upperiods
indicated by first 12 months of operations and I-to- 12 time trend for month of start-upoperation; 1-to-5 index of quality of steel input;age
of the end-of-the-line piece of equipment; and a variable to measure the value of major new equipment during its six-month installation
period. For full set of coefficients for the column (3) model, see Appendix Table Al.
*** Significant at the 0.01 level.

To estimate the effects of HRM practices or
systems of HRM practices on the uptime productivity measure, we begin with the following simple model of a line's uptime:
(3)

Ui = y'Hit + 3'Xit + eit.

The determinants of productivity in (3) include dummy variables for the HRM systems
(Hit); line characteristics (Xi,), such as the
technological features of the production process; and an errorterm that is temporarilyassumed to be independently and identically
distributed.
A. The Productivity Effects of Alternative
HRM Systems
Table 4 contains the estimates of equation
(3), introducing first a limited set and then an

extensive set of technology controls to assess
the sensitivity of the results to alternativespecifications. Columns ( la) - ( lb) of Table 4 report estimates of the effects of HRM systems
in a model with a basic set of controls for technological determinantsof line uptime. Results
in column (la) use the HRM classifications
shown in Table 2 to identify the HRM systems, while those in column (lb) use the alternative Nominate statistical classification
procedure to identify the HRM systems (see
footnote 8). Columns (2a) and (2b) also
report results for the two alternative HRM
system definitions, but these specifications
now introduce all 25 controls for differences
in technology and other inputs.
These regression results reveal a hierarchical pattern in the productivity differentials of
HRM systems: lines with HRM System 1
have the highest productivity, followed in
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order by lines with HRM Systems 2, 3, and 4.
F-tests reveal that the difference between the
coefficients on HRM Systems 1 and 2 and the
difference between the coefficients on HRM
Systems 2 and 3 are both significant at the 0.01
level in all models. The estimates of the productivity effects of HRM systems are very
similar in the alternative specifications, although the addition of the detailed technology
controls reduces the estimated impact of alternative HRM System 1 by some 3 percentage
points.
B. Fixed-Effects Estimates of the
Productivity Effects of Alternative
HRM Systems
In estimating the impact of HRM systems
on productivity, we want to avoid any possible selection bias arising from nonrandom
selection of HRM practices. The ideal data
set would be experimental data in which the
selection of HRM practices is made randomly. However, without an experimental
design that ensures random assignment, we
must use our nonexperimental data to mimic
the desired experimental comparison. In this
section we present fixed-effects estimates in
light of our concern with nonrandom selection issues.
The most likely reason for the nonrandom
assignment of the innovative HRM practices
versus the less innovative practices is that
"high-quality" lines choose the most innovative practices. Thus, we introduce an
unobserved line-specific quality variable, ai,
in our uptime regression.
(4)

Uit = r'Hit + f3'Xit + ai + sit.

Estimates of y in (3) above will be biased if
the controls do not adequately incorporate
line-specific determinantsof productivity that
are correlated with choice of HRM systems;
that is, if ai ? 0 and E(ai -Hit) * 0. For example, if the innovative HRM environment
exists only in "high-quality" lines (or H1it=
1 if ai > a mjin where aCminis some threshold
value of line quality), then estimates of y are
biased if ai is omitted. Because the sample
contains longitudinal data and information on
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lines that changed their HRM systems, we can
control for this potential source of bias with a
fixed-effects specification. This can be expressed as:
(5)

(Uit

-

Ui.)

+ f'(X it-

(Hit-

Hi.)

Xi.) + (-itei

-)

where the terms subscripted with i indicate
line-specific time-series means (for example,
Ui. = E_T

UijlT).

The fixed-effects results in column (3) of
Table 4 eliminate the impact of all fixed linespecific effects (ai ) and also introduce
controls for any time-varying productivitydeterminants that were included in the column
(2) models. These results document positive
effects from introducing more innovative
HRM practices: relative to traditionalSystem
4, lines adopting the System 2 set of practices
gain 3.5 percentagepoints of uptime, and lines
adopting System 3 practices gain 2.5 percentage points of uptime.'0
C. A Comparison of Fixed-Effects and
Cross-Sectional Estimators
The advantageof fixed-effects estimation is
that it controls for any selection bias that
would result if differentquality lines adoptdifferent HRM practices. The disadvantage of
fixed-effects estimation is that it uses only the
information from HRM "changers" in estimating the effects of HRM practices. All
cross-sectional information is eliminated in
the estimation. Recognizing that the information from HRM changers is limited because
HRM changes are not common events, the
data-collection protocol for this study
was developed to obtain convincing crosssectional productivity comparisons. First, we
selected a specific production line that would
be comparable across different companies.
Second, during plant visits we reviewed features of each line with experienced engineers

0
There is only one set of fixed-effects results because
the different methods for measuring HRM systems identify the same set of lines as "HRM system switchers."
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to identify technical sources of productivity
variation. Finally, we collected the detailed
vector of control variables described in Section I to account for the identifiable sources of
productivity variation. If this vector of productivity controls, Xi,, successfully controls
for the line-specific sources of productivity
variationthat are correlatedwith HRM choice,
then the estimates of y will not be biased by
the omission of ai in equation (3), and the
coefficients in the fixed-effects results should
be comparable to those in the cross-sectional
results containing detailed capital controls.
The estimated productivity effects of HRM
system variables in the fixed-effects model are
virtually identical to those in the column (2b)
specifications containing the detailed Xi, controls. In particular,t-tests cannot reject the hypothesis that the coefficients on the HRM
Systems 2 and 3 variables in the fixed-effects
model are equal to the corresponding coefficients in the column (2b) model (see footnote
11). As shown in Table 3, no production line
switches into HRM System 1, so the column
(3) fixed-effects model contains no estimate
of the effects of HRM System 1.
Additional specification tests provide further evidence that the column (2) OLS models
already contain a thorough set of controls that
adjust for line-specific determinants of productivity. Not only are the coefficients on the
HRM system variables very similar between
the fixed-effects and OLS specifications, but
the coefficients on the control variables also
are nearly equivalent between these two specifications." The Appendix Table Al reports
the full set of coefficient estimates for both the

"We calculate t-tests for the hypothesis that the coefficients on the Xi, variables in the fixed-effects model are
equivalent to the estimated coefficients in the crosssectional model of column (2b). Each calculated t-test
tests whether the difference in the estimated coefficients
for the OLS and fixed-effects models is significantly different from zero, given the estimated variance-covariance
matrices for these two models. We find that the coefficients on the two HRM variables in the fixed effects of
column (3) are insignificantly different from their values
in the OLS in column (2b), and five of the seven coefficients on the control variables in column (3) are insignificantly different from those in column (2b) at the
5-percent level.

JUNE 1997

column (2b) OLS specification and the fixedeffects specification.'2
D. Introducing Differential Productivity
GrowthRates
The fixed-effects estimatorswill be inconsistent if the adoption of innovative HRM practices is correlatedwith changes in productivity,
such as decliningproductivitypriorto adoption.
For example, lines that experience a period of
below-average productivity growth may be
more likely to adopt new HRM practices. In
this case, the estimate of y in the equation (4)
fixed-effects model would measureonly the effects of adopting new HRM systems for those
low-growth lines, and not the effects of new
HRM systems for all lines. To control for this
possibility, we expand the fixed-effects model
to allow the growth rates in uptime to be different for lines that switch HRM systems:
(6)

(Uit - Ui.)
=

+ f8'(Xit - xi.)

(Hit-Hi.)

+icP

(X

-

X i)

+ (sit -

i.),

where the two variables in X i are equal to the
line age and line age-squared variables for
changers measuredpriorto theirHRM change,
and are equal to zero at all other times. Thus,
coefficient vector W8representsthe differential
growth rate in productivity for changers, relative to the base-level productivitygrowthrate
for nonchangers, in 8.'3 The results of esti-

2 The coefficients on the control variables in OLS and
fixed-effects models are all signed in the expected direction, indicating that lines have more delays with less
scheduled maintenance; lower quality steel input; older
technologies; start-upperiods for brandnew lines; the introduction of new pieces of equipment; and higher line
speeds.
" Equation (6) controls for systematic differences between the average growth rate in uptime for all lines and
the growth rate in uptime among HRM switchers over the
entire prechange period. An alternativemodel permits the
adoption of a new HRM system to be a function of shortterm declines in productivityjust prior to adoption. If we
reestimate the fixed-effect model and drop an equal number of months before and after the HRM system changes,
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mating equation (6) are in column (4) of
Table 4. The coefficients for this augmented
fixed-effects model show somewhat larger effects of changing to HRM System 3 or HRM
System 2 than in the column (3) model, indicating that lines that switched their HRM
systems had somewhat lower productivity
growth than average in the periods prior to the
adoption of the new HRM systems.'4
Note finally that the standard errors on
HRM coefficients may be underestimateddue
to serially correlated errors. We allow for the
possibility of first-order serial correlation of
the errorsin equation (4) (or sit = Psi(t - 1) +
vit) and for first-orderserial correlation in the
fixed-effects models. When all the models in
Table 4 were reestimated allowing for firstorder serial correlation,the estimated standard
errorsincreased only slightly. The magnitudes
and levels of significance of all estimated effects of the HRM system variables virtually
are identical to those presented in Table 4.15

estimates will not be biased by differences in uptime
growth even with serial correlation in the errors
(Ashenfelter and Card, 1985 p. 652). We reestimate the
model deleting observationsfor one or two quartersbefore
and after any changes in HRM systems, and the results
virtually are the same as those reportedin column (3) of
Table 4. We suspect that changes in uptime over such
short periods would not cause management to adopt new
work policies, so we focus on the possibility of longerterm declines in productivity growth.
" We find evidence of a very modest three-monthlag in
the OLS and fixed-effects uptime models. For example,
when the fixed-effects uptime regression [Table 4, column
(3)] is reestimatedwith a lag of three months introduced
in the HRM system variables,theircoefficientsrise by about
0.005 (e.g., from 0.025 to 0.030 for HRM System 3). These
lagged HRM variablesprovide a slightly betterdescription
of the changes in productivitydue to the new HRM practices thando the concurrentvalues of the HRM systems. In
the fixed-effects model, an F-test reveals that the threemonthlags in HRM Systems 2 and3 addexplanatorypower
to the uptime model already containing the concurrent
HRM system variables (F[2,2065] = 3.64), whereas the
converse test concerning the addition of concurrentHRM
system variablesto a model that has the lagged HRM variables is insignificant(F[2,2065] = 1.17).
'5A furtherconsiderationin estimatingthe productivity
models is that the percent uptime variable is bounded by
zero and one, suggesting the possibility of Tobit estimation. We do not pursue Tobit estimation for the fixed-
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E. The Magnitudes of the Estimated
Productivity Effects of HRM Systems
The magnitudes of the estimated effects of
HRM systems on uptime are quite consistent
across specifications in Table 4. The baseline
fixed-effects model in column (3) reports uptime differentials of 2.5 percentage points for
HRM System 3 and 3.5 percentage points for
HRM System 2, and the estimates from the
OLS models with detailed technology controls
in column (2) are insignificantly different
from these fixed-effects estimates. While
fixed-effects estimates for the productivitydifferentials for HRM System 1 could not be
calculated, the most conservative estimate of
the productivity differential for HRM System
1 in any OLS model in Table 4 is 6.7 percentage points. Are uptime differentialsof this
magnitude economically important?
Using cost data from one small-scale line,
we calculate that a conservative estimate of the
effect of a 1-percentage-pointincrease in uptime on revenues net of any differences in production cost and any differences in the direct
costs of the HRM policies would be approximately $27,900 per month.'6Using this value,

effects models because the coefficient estimates of fixedeffects Tobit models are not consistent: the nonlinearity
of the Tobit model introduces an incidental parameters
problem. However, when the OLS models are estimated
as a Tobit with a mass point at one, the estimated coefficients essentially are the same as the OLS estimates presented in Table 4. Note that no lines have uptimes at the
mass point of one. A double-sided Tobit with a second
mass point at zero is unnecessary since no lines have uptimes close to zero.
16 During a delay, a line loses revenue from planned
output, incurs fixed costs (which exceed $5000 per hour
in some lines) and some "variable" costs such as labor
costs, but saves on other variable costs such as the costs
of steel and energy inputs. Using a conservative estimate
of the profit margin on a ton of steel and liberal estimates
of the costs that would not be incurredduring a delay, we
calculate an increase of $30,000 per month in operating
income from a 1-percentincrease in uptime. We then subtract $2,100 from this figure for the costs of the new HRM
policies. We calculate this estimate by using information
from interviews to compare the costs of policies in HRM
System 1 and HRM System 4. Higher costs of HRM System 1 are due to the time production workers must meet
off the line, additionalHRM staff, consultantsfor ongoing
training and team organization, certain fixed costs of
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we conservatively estimate that when one line
in our sample changed from HRM System 4
to HRM System 2 and maintained these
changes for ten years, it increasedits operating
profits by well over $10 million dollars strictly
as a result of the HRM changes."7
V. AlternativeExplanations
The regression coefficients displayed in Table 4 imply that introducing innovative HIRM
systems increases workers' productivity.
However, other factors that change over time
within lines, such as changes in plant management or threats of job loss, could be the true
cause of the productivityincreases. In this section, we estimate alternativespecificationsthat
consider these factors.
A. Management Quality
If better managers are more likely to adopt
innovative FIRM systems and to adopt other
developing these policies, and costs of employment security for wages paid for idle time (assuming that a line
would be idle for two months every four years). We allow
HRM System 1 to save on the salary of one foreman. Assuming a relatively short time horizon of five years for
amortizingfixed costs, the monthly difference in costs between HRM Systems 4 and 1 is about $2,100 per
percentage-pointgain in uptime. The $27,900 estimate of
the monthly revenue increase net of the costs of HRM
policies probablyis an underestimatebecause larger-scale
lines will have bigger revenue effects, and increases in
output quality (discussed in Section V below) yield further revenue increases.
17 Uptime at this line was consistently some 8 percentage points higher after the change in HRM systems. The
Table 4, column (3), fixed-effects model indicates that 3.5
percentage points of this gain can be attributedto the new
HRM practices themselves. Uptime also increased at this
line because it began using higher quality steel input near
the time of the HRM changes (see Appendix Table Al,
column 2, line 5). At $27,900 per percentage point per
month, the 3.5-point increase in uptime implies a
$1,171,800 annual increase in operating profits and a
$12,889,800 increase (without discounting) over the 11
years that this line sustained the improved performance
under the new HRM system. Even if this line operated20
percent below capacity during this period, the change in
operating income from a 3.5-percentage-pointincrease in
uptime over an 11-year period still would exceed $10 million. Increases in output quality after this line changed its
HRM system furthermagnify the value of the more progressive HRM systems.

JUNE 1997

productivity-enhancingpractices at the same
time, the estimated HRM effects will suffer
from omitted variable bias. We collected additional data to provide two tests of this hypothesis. First, we reestimate the fixed-effects
model in Table 4, column (3), and include
several standard measures of managerial
quality-the tenure of the line manager, the
tenure of the site's HR manager, and the
squares of these tenure variables. We also include two dummies for whether the line has a
new line manager or a new HR manager, because the estimated effects of switching HRM
systems may only reflect the effects of newly
hired managers who change HRM policies
upon their arrival.The inclusion of these variables [Table 5, column (2)] produces virtually
no change in the estimated HRM system coefficients relative to our base-model estimates
[Table 5, column ( 1 )]. Though only the fixedeffects results are reported in Table 5, results
for the OLS model with detailed controls are
essentially equivalent to these results for all
specifications displayed in Table 5.
These measuresof managerialqualitymay be
incomplete if, for example, "good" managers
adopt innovativeHRM practicesand also make
other changes to achieve superiorproductivity.
We thereforeinclude in the fixed-effectsmodel
72 person-specificmanagementdummies-one
dummy for each period that a line's operations
managerand HR managerremainedunchanged.
As shown in column (3) of Table 5, the inclusion of this vector of person-specificmanagement dummiesincreasesthe estimatedeffects of
HRM Systems 2 and 3 compared to the estimates from the baseline fixed-effects model in
column (1) of Table 5. Overall, the results indicate that the effects of the HRM system variables are independent of any managerial
behaviorsor philosophiesthatare specificto any
individualmanager.While higher-qualitymanagersmay eventuallychoose to adoptinnovative
HRM practices, the productivity effects that
arise are from the changes in the practices,not
from the inherentquality of the manager.
B. Threat Effects
Some lines may face serious threats of layoffs and plant shutdowns, and these threats
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PRODUCTIVITY EFFECTS OF HRM SYSTEMS IN FIXED-EFFECTS MODELS WITH CONTROLS FOR
TIME-VARYING DETERMINANTS OF PRODUCTIVITY
(DEPENDENT VARIABLE: PERCENT UPTIME)

TABLE 5-ESTIMATED

[N = 2,190]
HRM system

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

1. HRM System 2

0.035***
(0.008)

0.046***
(0.009)

0.064***
(0.012)

0.034***
(0.009)

0.034***
(0.009)

0.052***
(0.014)

2. HRM System 3

0.025***
(0.006)

0.026***
(0.006)

0.048***
(0.010)

0.025***
(0.006)

0.025***
(0.006)

0.044***
(0.011)

3a. Technology
controls'

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3b. Management
tenure variablesh

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

3c. Manager-specific
dummy variables'

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

3d. Shutdown threat
variablesd

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

3e. Year dummy
variables

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Time-varyingcontrols

F(6,2175) = 9.074 F(72,2109) = 3.95 F(2,2174) = 7.27 F(13,2171) = 5.93

F tests'
R2

0.066

0.090

0.176

0.072

0.099

F(93,2088) = 4.03
0.199

'The technology variables are listed in footnote c to Table 4 [the Table 5, column (1), model replicates the Table 4, column (3), model].
h The managementtenure variables are the tenures of the HR and line managers(and squaredterms) and dummy variablesfor tenureless
than three years for those managers.
'The management-specificdummy variables are 72 dummy variablesequal to one for each specific HR managerand line managerteam
in place.
d The threatvariables are the percent of the plant permanentlyshut down and a dummy for the recent use of layoffs.
c The F-tests test the joint null hypothesis that the variables added in that column have coefficients that are significantly different from
zero.
*** Significant at the 0.01 level.

may cause employees to work harder. If
"threatened" lines also are more likely to
adopt new HRM systems, the coefficient on
the HRM systems will pick up omitted threat
effects. Interviews at some sites suggest that
partialplant shutdowns were an importantpart
of the impetus for workers and managers to
agree to adopt new work practices. To test the
possibility that the HRM variables serve as
proxies for threat effects, we create two variables measuring threat effects: the percentage
of the site's operations that are permanently
shut down and a dummy variable equal to one
when the line has a recent history of layoffs.
Inclusion of these two variables in the fixedeffects model has little effect on the estimated
HRM system coefficients as shown in column
(4) of Table 5.
While threat effects may have helped convince labor and managementat certain sites to

agree to new work practices, these threatvariables do not account for the estimated effects
of HRM practices on productivity for several
reasons. First, not all threatenedlines changed
their HRM practices, so threat alone cannot
explain HRM effects. Second, even in lines
where threats of closure occurred along with
the changes in HRM practices,these lines have
sustained increases in uptime long after the
threat of closure has dissipated. Third, innovative HRM practices are widely adopted by
new lines that have no threat of closure, and
the practices are associated with success in
these lines as well.
C. Worker'sPay
Another possibility is that workers in lines
with the more innovative HRM systems may
be working more productively because they
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are paid more. To test this hypothesis, we collected wage data from company records and
from union contracts (1989 to-1993) and coupled these data with interview information to
estimate average pay rates.'8When we include
wage rate data, the sample size falls to 863,
since the sample is limited to recent time periods. The uptime model is reestimatedfor this
sample with and without the average wage of
productionworkers. The coefficient on the average wage is insignificant in all OLS and
fixed-effects models and, therefore, there are
no changes in the coefficients on the HRM
variables when the wage variable is introduced.'9 Factors that are exogenous to the
currentproductivity of the finishing lines determine wages.20

18 The average wage data for production workers include incentive pay, overtime pay, shift pay, and profit
sharing. When these averages were not available for the
productionline, we used the union labor contractsto predict average wages, combined with interview information
on the average grade level, average amount of overtime,
and average incentive pay percentages (including profit
sharing). Only two lines were unable to provide data for
the calculation of average wages. Fringe benefit compensation is omitted, and though it is slightly higher in unionized lines than nonunion lines due to higher pensions
and days off, this omission does not appear to affect the
results. First, wages continue to be insignificant determinants of uptime when the sample is restrictedto unionized
lines. Second, union-nonunion differences in fringe benefits do not change with the timing of "HRM changers,"
and wages continue to have no effects on uptime in fixedeffects models.
19 The coefficients (standard errors) on the wage variable are 0.00016 (0.00079) for the OLS model with detailed controls and 0.00168 (0.00172) for the fixed-effects
model. The coefficients on the HRM variablesfor the subsample having wage data (N = 863) are slightly smaller
in magnitude than in the full sample, but they remain significantly differentfrom zero. These results areunchanged
when real wages replace nominal wages.
20 Insignificant wage effects are not surprising. First,
wage variation in the sample is small. Second, wage
changes typically occur when national labor agreements
are renegotiated, and these periods do not coincide with
systematic changes in productivity. Third, wage changes
also do not coincide with changes in HRM systems, so
inclusion of the wage variable does not affect the estimated effects of HRM systems in fixed-effects uptime
models.

JUNE 1997

D. Other Time-VaryingDeterminants
of Productivity
Finally, we reestimate the fixed-effects
specification including a set of year dummies
that may be correlatedwith any omitted timevarying determinantsof productivity.Table 5,
column (5), reports results from this model.
Although the year dummies show a patternof
increasing productivity over time, the effects
of HRM System 2 and HRM System 3 are
again almost identical to the correspondingcoefficients in the baseline fixed-effects specification in column (1). Column (6) reports
estimated coefficients on the HRM system
variableswhen the fixed-effect model includes
year dummies and controls for all other timevarying variables considered in Table 5. The
estimated coefficients for the HRM Systems 2
and 3 variables now are somewhat larger than
they were in the baseline fixed-effects model
of column (1).
In sum, the Table 5 results do not provide
any evidence that the coefficients on HRM
system variables are biased upwardby omitted
line-specific or time-varying factors.
E. Effects of HRM Systems
on Product Quality
The evidence shows positive significant effects of HRM systems, but the value of these
productivity effects will be diminished if they
are achieved at the expense of reductions in
the quality of output.We collected dataon output quality as measured by the lines' monthly
"prime-yield" rates -the percent of total production that met the standardsfor designation
as "prime" finished steel. With these data,we
are able to test whether the uptime gains reported in Tables 4 and 5 are offset by any decreases in the quality of steel productionunder
the more innovative HRM systems.
Table 6 presents estimates of the effects of
HRM systems on prime-yield rates21in mod-

2' Because total steel production is the denominatorof
the prime-yield rate variable, these estimates are not affected by any effects of the HRM system variables on
production and line delays.
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TABLE 6-ESTIMATED EFFECTSOF HRM SYSTEMSON QUALITYOF PRODUCTION
IN OLS
AND FIXED-EFFECTSMODELS
(DEPENDENTVARIABLE:PERCENTPRIMEYIELD)

[N= 1,750]
OLS models
without detailed
machinery controlsa
HRM measure

OLS models with
detailed machinery
controlsb

Fixed-effects
modelsc
(3)

(1)

(2)

la. HRM System 1

0.152***
(0.008)

0.132***
(0.009)

lb. HRM System 2

0.098***
(0.005)

0.046***
(0.007)

0.036***
(0.007)

ic. HRM System 3

0.064***
(0.004)

0.044***
(0.005)

0.050***
(0.005)

a
Control variables in column (1) are: numberof years line has been operatingand years
squared;year line was built and year built squared;dummy for start-upperiods indicated
by first 12 months of operations and 1-to-12 time trend for month of start-upoperation; 1to-5 index of quality of steel input; number of annual eight-hour scheduled maintenance
shifts; and four dummies for slight differences in how prime yield is measuredin different
lines.
b Control variables in column (2) are: all controls listed in footnote a; dummy for type
of customer; maximum speed of the line and speed squared;maximum width of the line
and width squared; nine dummies to indicate specific pieces of equipment from start to
finish of the line and a measure of the age of one piece of equipment at end of the line; a
dummy to indicate high and low levels of computer control of line operations;a variable
to measure the value of major new equipment during its six-month installationperiod; and
four dummies for slight differences in how prime yield is measured in different lines.
c Control variables in column (3) are: age of line and age squared;dummy for start-up
periods indicated by first 12 months of operations and 1-to-12 time trend for month of
start-upoperation; 1-to-5 index of quality of steel input; age of the end-of-the-line piece
of equipment; and a variable to measure the value of major new equipmentduring its sixmonth installation period.
*** Significant at the 0.01 level.

els that include controls for steel input quality,
capital vintage, machinery, scheduled maintenance, and other controls included in the uptime equations.22 The same hierarchical
22 To account for slight differences in the way prime
yield is measured from line to line, we include in the
prime-yield regressions additionalcontrols not included in
the uptime regressions. Prime-yield models in Table 6 include four dummy variables for the five slightly different
ways that prime yield is calculated at different lines. For
example, prime steel production might be expressed as a
percentage of total tons of steel at the exit end of the finishing line or as a percentage of total tons of steel input
on the entry end of the line. These dummy variables in
OLS specifications are consistently significantwith the expected signs given the differences in the definitions. The
definitions the lines used to calculate prime yield do not
change over time, and so these variables drop out of the
fixed-effects models.

pattern observed in the uptime models in
Tables 4 and 5 is evident in the prime-yield
models in Table 6. Lines with HRM System 1
have prime-yield rates that considerably
exceed the yields of lines with other HRM systems. HRM Systems 2 and 3 produce comparable gains in prime-yield rates relative to
HRM System 4. Fixed-effects results also
demonstratehigher yield rates under more innovative HRM practices.23

23The prime-yield regressions in OLS and fixed-effects
models were reestimated with corrections for first-order
serial correlation. Standard errors in these models were
only slightly largerthanthose in the Table 6 models. Magnitudes and levels of significance of HRM system coefficients are very similar to those reportedin Table 6.
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F. WhyDon't All Lines Have the HighProductivity HRM Systems?
Based on the relative stability of the coefficients in the productivityregressionsin Tables
4 and 5, we conclude thatthe estimatedproductivity effects of innovative HIRMsystems are
largely independentof the adoptionpropensity.
However, this conclusion would even be more
persuasive if we could identify likely reasons
why some lines adopt the productivityenhancingHRM systems and othersdo not.
There are two obvious explanationsfor the
limited adoption:(1) managershave had only
limited knowledge about the performanceeffects of IIRM systems; and (2) nonpecuniary
barriersto change beyond the directcosts of the
work practices limit adoption in certain lines.
During our fieldwork at the finishing lines, we
found supportfor both of these explanations.
When most steel mills were built, innovative
practices were not in use. However, recently
opened lines at "greenfield" sites, as well as
older lines thathad been closed but were opened
with new owners and workers,are adoptinginnovative work practices. Knowledge about the
potentialproductivitygains of innovativepractices can be considered to be analogous to
knowledge about the effects of a technological
innovation. While mills at many companies
now have some experience with new work
practices,many mills still have not adoptedthe
productivity-improvinginnovation. In particular, continuously operating lines at "brownfield" sites are still much more likely to have
traditionalHIRMpractices.
Our field interviews revealed two sets of
reasons for the resistance to the new practices
in the older lines despite the growing knowledge about the productivity benefits of new
work practices. First, managers and production workers at these sites have irivested in
skills and work relationships that would have
to change substantially if new HRM systems
were adopted. These costs of changing HRM
practices do not exist in new lines or in old
lines that are reopened by new owners.24Sec-

24 At the same time, the age and older technology of
these lines are not responsible for the limited adoption of
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ond, the old continuously operating lines are
marked by greatermistrustbetween labor and
management, and these lines must overcome
this mistrustbefore the new work practicescan
be effective.25 The very fact that all of our
"greenfield" lines adopted innovative practices suggests that it is the transition costs of
adoption that have limited adoption rates.
Different rates of adoption across lines,
therefore, are a function of differences in
these nonpecuniary costs of adoption that affect the profitability of the practices, and not
differences in expected productivity gains. In
some older lines, new managers or certain
workers can champion the new work practices
and overcome these impediments to change.
In others, credible threatsof plant closure motivate existing workers and managers to adopt
more productive work arrangements. At the
same time, factors like threateffects or workers who champion new practices do not appear
to be systematic determinantsof the productivity effects of innovative FIRM practices.
When old lines do overcome these nonpecuniary costs of switching policies, they experience significant productivity gains from the
innovative policies. The variation across lines
and within lines over time in these nonpecuniary costs of adopting new work practices

new work practices. Detailed controls in the productivity
models for capital vintage do not eliminate the productivity effects of HRM systems for several reasons. When
older lines in the sample were shut down and later reopened by new owners, all adopted many new work practices. And, as illustratedby the results of the fixed-effects
models, some continuously operating older lines adopted
new HRM systems that raised their productivity.
25 Labor-managementtrust is needed for many innovative HRM practices to be effective (Baker et al., 1994).
Our interviews revealed how a low level of labormanagementtrust in older lines rendered ineffective new
work practices like information sharing, productivityimprovement teams, and employment security. For example, the manager at one older line observed: "It's just
difficult to change attitudesin old plants with a history of
tension and mistrust. We now share financial information
with workers, but some workers still believe there are two
sets of books." At another line, a supervisor stated:
"Workers out here don't believe that they have employment security ... Since employment security is only a contractual guarantee, they know that it may very well go
away in the next [union] contract."
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allows us to observe the different work practices in this technologically homogeneous
sample, and thus to estimate the impact of alternative HRM practices on productivity.
VI. Productivity Effects of Individual
HRM Practices

Tables 4-6 show significantpositive effects
of innovative systems of HRM practices on
productivity and product quality. These models do not, however, compare the effects of
individual HRM practices to those of systems
of practices and, therefore, do not provide evidence on whether the individual work practices that comprise an HRM system are
complementary. Complementarity among
work practices implies that the magnitude of
the productivity effect of the system of HRM
policies is larger than the sum of the marginal
effects from adopting each practice.
In Table 7 we compare the productivityeffects of HRM systems with the productivity
effects of individual work practices. When
variables for individual HRM practices are
added to the regressions containing HRM system dummies, the individual practices have no
additional impact on productivity. In other
words, the HRM system dummies capturethe
full productivityimpact of the lines' HRM environments; the estimated effect of any individual HRM practice essentially is zero.
Specifically, columns ( la) - ( id) show results
from 15 separate productivity models that are
the same as the OLS model in Table 4, column
(2b), except that each model also includes one
additionalvariable which measuresan individual work practice. Similarly, columns (2a)(2c) show results from models which replicate
the Table 4, column (3), fixed-effects model,
but each model in these columns also includes
one additionalvariable for an individual HRM
practice.266in nearly all models in the columns

26 All OLS and fixed-effects models in Table 7 were
reestimated with corrections for first-orderserial correlation. Again, the magnitudes of all coefficients virtuallyare
unaffected by this correction. Standard errors for some
coefficients increase, but only slightly. The significance
levels of all HRM coefficients are similar in all cases to
those shown in Table 7.
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(la)-(ld)
OLS models and in the columns
(2a) - (2c) fixed-effects models, the coefficients on the variables measuring individual
work practices are insignificant.27
Columns (3) and (4) of Table 7 report results from productivity models that introduce
only the individual HRM practices without the
HRM system variables.The coefficients on the
individual practice variables in the OLS and
fixed-effects models without the HRM system
dummies are positive and significant with
magnitudes ranging from about 1 to 3 percentage points.28A comparisonof the OLS coefficients in column ( id) with those in column
(3) and a comparison of the fixed-effects coefficients in column (2c) with those in column
(4) show that the effects of the individual
HRM practices in models without the HRM
system dummies disappearonce the HRM sys-

27 While the work practices employed by lines with a
given HRM system are highly similar, some work practices do vary within HRM System 3 lines and within the
HRM System 2 lines (see Table 2). Furthermore,in addition to the lines that changed enough practices to
"switch systems" (see Table 3), other lines change individual HRM policies during the data period. The coefficients on the variables which measure individual HRM
practices in the OLS estimates shown in column (Id) are
positive and significant in only two cases (profit sharing
in line 1 and low train in line 10), where the effects still
are very modest. As in Table 4, the HRM System 1 variable could not be included in fixed-effects models since
no line switched into this category with the most innovative HRM practices. Also, some fixed-effects models of
the effects of individual HRM practices could not be estimated because certain individual HRM policies do not
change in any lines in the sample period. In the fixedeffects models which include the HRM system variables
[columns (2a) - (2c)], the only coefficient which is significantly positive for an individual HRM variable is the
coefficient on the low grievance variable (line 15), suggesting that productivity-enhancingchanges in HRM systems are accompanied by a movement to an environment
with little grievance activity, consistent with studies that
have found an inverse relationshipbetween grievance activity and productivity (Ichniowski, 1986).
28 Fixed-effects models which include the multiple
teams (line 6) and information-sharing(line 11) variables
could be estimated in column (4) models without the
HRM system dummies because these variables change
over time within some lines. However, within-line
changes in these two variables are collinear with switches
between certainHRM systems, and so the two corresponding fixed-effects models in columns (2a) - (2c) could not
be estimated.
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TABLE 7-ESTIMATED PRODUCTIVITY
EFFECTSOF HRM SYSTEMSAND INDIVIDUALHRM PRACTICES
(DEPENDENTVARIABLE:PERCENTUPTIME)[N = 2,190a]

OLS models with HRM system variables and
with individual HRM practice variable'

IndividualHRM
practice included in
models in the row

Coef. on
HRM
System I

Coef. on
HRM
System 2

Coef. on
HRM
System 3

Fixed-effects models with HRM
system variables and with
individual HRM practice variable'd

Coef. on
individual
HRM
practice

Coef. on
HRM
System 2

Coef. on
HRM
System 3

Coef. on
individual
HRM
practice

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

OLS
models
with only
individual
HRM
practice'

Fixedeffects
models
with only
individual
HRM
practice'

Coef. on
individual
HRM
practice

Coef. on
individual
HRM
practice

(3)

(4)

(Ia)

(Ib)

(Ic)

(Id)

1. Profit sharing

0.066***
(0.007)

0.026***
(0.005)

0.012***
(0.003)

0.006**
(0.003)

2. Line incentives

0.068***
(0.007)

0.032***
(0.005)

0.014***
(0.003)

-0.002
(0.004)

3. High screening

0.068***
(0.015)

0.032***
(0.005)

0.013***
(0.003)

-0.001
(0.001)

4. High participation 0.095***
(0.009)

0.052***
(0.006)

0.019***
(0.004)

-0.023**
(0.004)

0.058***
(0.010)

0.028***
(0.006)

-0.024***
(0.006)

5. Formal team
practice

0.062***
(0.008)

0.027***
(0.006)

0.012***
(0.004)

0.004
(0.003)

0.034***
(0.013)

0.025***
(0.008)

0.001
(0.006)

0.014***
(0.003)

0.011***
(0.004)

6. Multiple teams

0.060***
(0.011)

0.026***
(0.008)

0.014***
(0.009)

0.008
(0.009)

-

-

-

0.026***
(0.004)

0.010*
(0.006)

7. Employment
security

0.047***
(0.010)

0.023***
(0.005)

0.008**
(0.004)

0.011
(0.004)

-

-

-

0.025***
(0.003)

8. Job rotation

0.084***
(0.009)

0.033***
(0.005)

0.018***
(0.004)

-0.021***
(0.006)

-

-

-

0.010**
(0.005)

-

9. High train

0.068***
(0.008)

0.033***
(0.006)

0.014***
(0.003)

-0.003
(0.006)

10. Low train

0.054***
(0.009)

0.021***
(0.007)

0.013***
(0.003)

11. Information
sharing

0.077***
(0.011)

0.038***
(0.007)

0.017***
(0.004)

-0.004
(0.003)

12. Meet workers

0.060***
(0.008)

0.028***
(0.005)

0.012***
(0.004)

0.005
(0.004)

0.028***
(0.010)

13. Meet union

0.067***
(0.010)

0.032***
(0.006)

0.014***
(0.004)

0.00003
(0.004)

0.031***
(0.009)

14. Union

0.073***
(0.008)

0.037***
(0.006)

0.016***
(0,004)

0.012
(0.008)

-

-

15. Low grievance

0.066***
(0.008)

0.031***
(0.005)

0.014***
(0.004)

0.0003
(0.003)

0.013
(0.013)

0.008
(0.010)

0.013**
(0.006)

0.031***
(0.009)
-

-

0.023***
(0.006)
-

-

0.007**
(0.002)

0.007
(0.005)

0.012***
(0.004)

-

0.029***
(0.004)
0.005*
(0.003)

-

0.012***
(0.004)

-0.008*
(0.005)

0.037***
(0.009)

0.025***
(0.006)

-0.006
(0.007)

0.016***
(0.004)

0.001
(0.007)

0.028***
(0.010)

0.023***
(0.006)

0.008
(0.006)

0.026***
(0.004)

0.015***
(0.005)

-

0.013***
(0.002)

0.010*
(0.006)

0.024***
(0.006)

0.007
(0.006)

0.021***
(0.003)

0.012***
(0.004)

0.025***
(0.006)

0.014
(0.014)

0.017***
(0.003)

0.024**
(0.012)

-

-

-

0.022**
(0.010)

-0.026***
(0.007)
0.012***
(0.003)

0.029***
(0.006)

Notes: To interpretthis table,note thateach row representsup to fourregressions.Forexample,in row 2 the coefficientsin columns(la)-( Id) are
from one OLS regressioncontainingthreesystem variablesand one individualpracticevariable(for line incentives);the coefficientsin columns
(2a)-(2c) are from the comparablefixed-effectsregression;the coefficientin column (3) is from the OLS regressioncontainingthe one practice
variable(line incentives)and no system variables;and the coefficientin column (4) is the fixed-effectsestimatecomparableto column (3).
Standarderrorsreportedin parentheses.
Other control variables included in the OLS models are those listed in footnote b to Table 4.
Other control variables in the fixed-effects models are those listed in footnote c to Table 4.
d No line switches into HRM System I and so the coefficient on HRM System I is not estimated in fixed-effects models.
* Significant at the 0.10Ilevel.
** Significant at the 0.05 level.
*** Significant at the 0.01 level.
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tem variables also are included. These results
from Table 7 demonstrate that the apparent
positive effects of individual practices in models without controls for HRM systems are biased by the omission of other HRM practices
with which the one included practice is correlated. New work practices (such as work
teams, quality circles, job rotation, or information sharing) are often introduced together
as part of a coherent system of practices; thus,
the productivity effects of individual practices
cannot be readily isolated.29
To provide furtherevidence about the possible complementarity of HRM practices, we
test whether the interactions among HRM
practices that are measured implicitly by the
four HRM system dummies are significant
when they are added to a regression containing
dummies for all the individual practices. Specifically, we reestimate the OLS model corresponding to the Table 4, colunm (2b), model,
but we include dummies for all individual
HRM policies in addition to the HRM system
dummies. An F-test rejects the hypothesis that
the HRM system variables add no explanatory
power to the model that already includes all
individual HRM policies entered separately
(F[3,2134] = 7.62). Similarly, when we reestimate the Table 4, column (3), fixed-effects
model but include dummy variables for each
of the individual HRM policies that change
over time in the sample period, an F-test rejects the hypothesis that the HRM systems
variables add no explanatory power to the
model (F[2,2142] = 5.40).
The evidence shows that systems of HRM
practices determine productivity and quality,
while marginal changes in individual work

29 The estimated negative coefficient on union status in
the OLS model without the HRM system dummies [Table
7, column (3), line 14] also reflects the more complex
dynamics of how systems of HRM policies determineproductivity. On average, union lines are less productivethan
nonunion lines in our sample. But not all union lines are
less productivethan the nonunion lines in the sample. The
negative union coefficient in Table 7, column (3), line 14,
reflects the fact that a large number of union lines have
the low productivity practices of HRM Systems 3 and 4,
even though the lines in the most productiveHRM System
1 are unionized lines. Once the productivity models control for the effect of HRM systems in columns ( la) - ( ld),
the union productivity effect becomes insignificant.
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practices have little effect. The preponderance
of evidence in this study also is consistent with
the conclusion that complementaritiesamong
innovative work practices are important.Note
first that the positive correlations among innovative HRM practices show that firms are
likely to select multiple innovative practices
rather than single practices, suggestive of
complementarities among policies. Second,
the productivity regressions reenforce the
view that complementarities are important,
even though the collinearity among practices
inherently limits our ability to distinguish between the impact of individual practices and
the impact of systems of practices. HRM system variables are shown to raise productivity
substantially, and the effects of these system
variables exceed the effects of the full set of
individual practices. Third, in extensive interviews during our plant visits, operations managers offered numerousexplanationsas to why
practices that are introduced in isolation have
little effect on performance(Ichniowski et al.,
1995 pp. 36-37). Finally, as describedin Section V, subsection F, growing knowledge of
the effectiveness of sets of innovative work
practices has led steel companies to adopt
these practices in all "greenfield" sites, while
high transition costs of adopting entirely new
systems of work practices have slowed their
introductionat "brownfield" sites.
VII. Conclusion
This paperpresentsnew evidence on the productivity effects of employmentpractices.The
evidence, derived from unique monthly panel
data on productivity and HRM practices in a
homogeneous sample of production lines,
shows that innovative HRM practices raise
worker productivity.Moreover, systems of innovative HRM practices have large effects on
production workers' performance, while
changes in individual employment practices
have little or no effect. Thus, the preponderance
of the evidence suggests that, in these steel finishing lines, innovative employment practices
tend to be complements, as is proposed in the
recent theoretical work on optimal incentive
structures. That is, workers' performance is
substantiallybetter under incentive pay plans
that are coupled with supporting innovative
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work practices-such as flexible job design,
employee participation in problem-solving
teams, trainingto provide workers with multi-
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ple skills, extensive screening and communication, and employment security-than it is
under more traditionalwork practices.

APPENDIX
TABLE Al-FULL

SET OF COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES OLS AND FIXED-EFFECTS UPTIME MODELS
[FOR COLUMNS (2B) AND (3) OF TABLE 4]

OLS model with detailed controls

Variable
la. HRM System 1
lb. HRM System 2
lc. HRM System 3
2. Maintenance shifts per year
3. Index of steel input quality
4a. Year built
4b. (Year built)2

Fixed-effects model

0.078***
(0.007)
0.041***
(0.005)
0.025***
(0.003)
0.0002***
(0.00004)
0.008***
(0.002)
0.018***
(0.003)
-0.0001***

0.035***
(0.008)
0.025***
(0.006)
0.005**
(0.002)

(0.00002)

0.0102***

5a. Line age

(0.0011)

5b. (Line age)2

8a. Equipmentdummy 2a

-0.0002***
(0.00002)
-0.043**
(0.011)
0.004**
(0.001)
0.032***
(0.004)
0.019***
(0.003)
-0.043***

8b. Equipmentdummy 2b

-0.017***

8c. Equipmentdummy 2c

-0.029***

9. Equipmentdummy 3

-0.003
(0.002)
-0.005
(0.003)
0.022***
(0.003)
-0.0013***
(0.0002)
-0.004
(0.006)
-0.015***
(0.003)
-0.00067***

6a. Dummy for start-upperiod
6b. Time trend for start-upperiod
7a. Equipmentdummy la
7b. Equipmentdummy lb

0.011***
(0.001)

-0.0002***
(0.00002)
-0.071***
(0.017)
0.004**
(0.002)

(0.005)
(0.005)
(0.005)

10. Equipment dummy 4
11. Equipment dummy 5
12. Age of dummy 5 equipment
13. Equipmentdummy 6
14. Dummy for low computerization
15a. Maximum line speed

(0.00005)

15b. (Maximum line speed)2

8.1 X 10-7***
(7 x 10-8)
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TABLE Al-Continued.
Variable

OLS model with detailed controls

16a. Maximum width
16b. (Maximum width)2
17. Dummy for type of end user
18. New equipment value during
six-month installation
19. Intercept
R2

Fixed-effects

-0.0096***
(0.0011)
0.00010***
(0.00001)
-0.039***
(0.006)
-3.1 x 10-6***
(9.9 x 10-7)
0.376***
(0.075)
0.409

-2.9 x

model

10-6***

(9.6 x

10-7)

0.073

* Significant at the 0.10 level.
** Significant at the 0.05 level.
*** Significant at the 0.01 level.
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